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The Expanding Data Universe
Volume, variety, velocity, veracity. Overwhelmed? For the digital world we live in today, data is the
key to understanding and it is easy to be overwhelmed by the big data coming at us at an ever
increasing rate.
Marketplace variation, forecasting methodologies, risk evaluation and assessment, price,
volume, predictive, descriptive, prescriptive and statistical analysis, revenue estimates, all rely on
data. Data dictates enterprises’ key performance indicators and their ability to adapt to external,
internal and market factors. This agility for enterprise level businesses is important in today’s
marketplace, where swift changes in products, prices, technologies and consumer base mean
that rapid adaptation and quick response is a sign of a successful business. Additionally, according
to the EMC’s ‘Digital Universe of Opportunities’, data stored digitally is expected to double in size
every two years, and by 2020 be 44 trillion gigabytes(1). With the advent of the cloud, businesses
no longer need to have large amounts of resources dedicated to the collection, cleaning and
consolidation of data, but instead concentrate on their true goals: maximizing the efficiency and
effectiveness of current business processes, and increasing a business’ ability to adapt to future
market changes. Hence, a solution for enterprise data management is extremely attractive, given
that data management requirements are currently substantial and are ever increasing with time.

Complexity Challenges
Given the rapid expansion of digital data, the ability for a business to collect this data is of paramount
Importance when discussing the current and future status of an enterprise’s IT infrastructure.
Structured and semi-structured data are of primary significance to enterprises, as it is this data
that allows focused targeting of markets, generates descriptive, prescriptive and predictive analysis
and creates risk mitigation methodologies. This paper will address the structured/semi-structured portion of enterprise data.
Structured data is key to business processes, as it underlies transparent and marketable insights
for businesses. This data is used in almost every aspect of a business, from the reduction of risk
using more accurate forecasting models, to in-depth competitor analysis and potential opportunity
observation and capture. For a business to use this data for their processes, they must not only
collect it from market-specific data sources, but also be able to interpret and validate all these
separate reports.
The Data Universe is complex, with a multitude of different data sources, formats and types
of access or security required. Data can be obtained from public, private, third party or internal
sources, each with its own unique structure, publishing timeline and granularity. They can
also be published in a variety of formats, from Excel, CSV, PDF, http or https websites, to email
and text. On top of the ability to scrape, parse and process all of these different formats
of differing data sources, enterprise IT departments sometimes need to collect information behind a
credential wall, which can complicate matters. Furthermore, these data sources change in not
only format from time to time, but also in location, time of publishing, units and in various other
ways.
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Data Quality
Data quality, i.e. whether data is a fit for purpose, is a constant struggle for most of the enterprise
level databases. Like the fundamental adage dictates, output quality is determined by the quality
of the input. Quality of collected and inserted data is affected in a variety of ways. For example,
changes in format, location or time dependence will affect when and how data is collected
in the first place. A locational change means that any data interface would have to point
to the new location. A change in format would require the rebuilding of the interface to this
data, and a change in time dependence means an adjustment to the scheduling of the data
interface. Alongside this multitude of data integrity issues, there are data quality impacts due to
Daylight Savings, time zones, dynamic dates, and holidays or weekends, that can significantly
affect the data. Sources can also publish data with inconsistent row counts, incorrect data
points, corrections and revisions, which can make understanding the flow of data through an
enterprise difficult. In fact, most businesses would describe their data flow throughout their
IT systems as an inconsistent, difficult, opaque and time-consuming process. Elements of a
well-designed data management solution must include transparent data flows, automated data
collection and tools to validate data quality through separation of each data stream.

Data Management
The data management problems enterprise organizations can face are numerous. Some examples
include the following:
•	The need to collect from differing data sources, databases, internal files,
formats, and granularities
•

Compiling a centralized data repository

•

Creating a consolidated, secure and entitled analytical platform

•

Transparency, auditability, compliance and governance

•

The inclusion of integration points to multiple downstream systems.

The ability to collect, process, validate and centralize many data sources into one database is a
time and re-source intensive practice, requiring a large amount of internal IT resources, along with
specialized and expert data professionals.
There are two options in acquiring an Enterprise Data Management System (EDM):
1. build and develop In-house software, along with building and maintaining data
interfaces to required data sources
2. Use a mature, vendor provided solution. For use cases of in-house development,
potential costs and requirements, please refer to the whitepaper “Weighing the
Options: Build an Internal EDM System or get ZEMA”(2).
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The second option, using a vendor provided ‘out-of-the-box’ solution, is a more cost-effective
option, allowing organizations to focus on their core industry.
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